
Tuan. Sailun Hj. Aris (Sandakan District 

Wildlife Officer), Mr. Jeffery Hj. Aman 

(Secretary of the Sandakan Municipal  

Council) and the team of Yayasan Sime  
Darby.  

 

The remarkable event started with a  

welcoming speech from BSBCC’s CEO & 

Founder, Mr. Wong Siew Te. During his 
speech, Wong mentioned how ecotourism 

has contributed towards conservation efforts 

in the state. BSBCC is among the good  

examples where ecotourism contributed  
towards the conservation efforts of wildlife 

apart from improving local and national 

economy and livelihood. Ecotourism in  

Sabah has been proven as the third source 
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IMPORTANT EVENT 

LAUNCHING OF SECOND  
OBSERVATION PLATFORM AND 

AERIAL WALKWAY 

Viewing the bears has never been the same 

since the opening of our Second Observation  

Platform and Aerial Walkway. Thanks to 

Yayasan Sime Darby (YSD), visitors can now 
view sun bears in the enclosures from a  

different perspective. The new facility has 

been able to cater a greater number of  

visitors and offer them an unforgettable  

experience to witness the bears in the natural 
forest setting.  

 

On the 19th May 2016, the official launching 

of the new structure took place. The event 
was attended by honorable guests; Ms  

Caroline Christine Russell (Governing Council 

Member of Yayasan Sime Darby), Yang  

Berbahagia Datin Paduka Zaitoon Dato'  
Othman (Governing Council Member of 

Yayasan Sime Darby), Puan Hajjah Yatela 

Zainal Abidin (CEO of Yayasan Sime Darby), 

Mr. Augustine Tuuga (Deputy Director of  
Sabah Wildlife Department), Tuan. Hj. Fadzil 

Hj. Yahya (Sandakan District Forest Officer),  
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of revenue after timber and oil palm  

industry. Wong names this industry 

―conservation ecotourism‖.  

which includes renovation of the old bear 

house, construction of the second bear house 

and construction of the second forest  

enclosure and perimeter walkway.  
 

In 2014, BSBCC came into YSD’s attention 

when the Centre’s only observation platform 

could not cater the 4,000 visitors each month. 

The Second Observation Platform and aerial  
walkway was then constructed in September 

2015 with funding support from YSD. 

  
The remarkable event ran smoothly with team 

efforts from YSD and BSBCC. Thanks to 
Yayasan Sime Darby for their continuous  

support and sponsorship towards our Centre. 

Without their vital support, we may not be 

where we are today.  

 

Mr. Wong Siew Te during his speech at the launching. 

Ribbon cutting at the aerial walkway entrance by Ms. Caroline Christine Russell (Governing Council Member of 

Yayasan Sime Darby).  

Group photo at the new second observation platform. 

of revenue after timber and oil palm  

industry. Wong names this industry 

―conservation ecotourism‖.  

 
Our honorable guest, Ms. Caroline was 

next to present her speech which  

mentioned about YSD’s milestone towards 

conservation works in Sabah which started 

with the reforestation of the heavily  
degraded Ulu Segama forest through  

partnership with the Sabah Forestry  

Department. YSD started supporting 

BSBCC in 2012 with a 2-year sponsorship 
covering the Centre’s operational costs  



However, Along stayed alert and would give 

a warning bark showing his aggression  

every time the staff walk pass his cage. 

Simone adapted faster compared to Along 
in this new environment. She started to  

explore the dried leaves and decayed wood  

enrichment provided by the keepers.  Along 

also learnt to love coconuts. He would 

spend a long time opening the coconut  
given to him. He would sometimes go into 

Simone’s cage and finish her coconut too! 

Both bears have gradually improved their 

appetite and Along is less aggressive now. 
He started to spend more time exploring 

the ground filled with dry leaves and dead 

woods. Simone spends most of her time  

relaxing in her basket or sitting in the water 
container too.  

Along, a 6-year-old male and Simone, an  

8-year-old female, are the newest arrivals at 

BSBCC. Both of them were kept in a mini zoo 

at the Tawau Hot Springs, about 300km from 
our Centre in Sandakan. In January 2016, both 

bears were surrendered to the Sabah Wildlife 

Department and were quarantined at the Lok 

Kawi Wildlife Park in Kota Kinabalu. Along and 

Simone arrived on the same day. Both went 
through long hours of travelling. It was a tiring 

journey for both bears. During their arrival at 

the Centre, Along was pacing aggressively  

inside the cage and kept barking at the staff 
that went close. As for Simone, she was much 

calm. Although it was challenging to carry both 

bears into our facility, our keepers finally  

managed to settle them in their new cages 
which were prepared with different types of 

food and enrichments prior to their arrival. 

 

Now BSBCC has become their new home. Both 
Along and Simone took time to adjust in the 

new environment. During their first week at 

the Centre, the unfamiliar smell and  

surroundings at the bear house made them 

stay in the basket most of the time.  
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Along sitting in his basket. 

Simone settling down in her new environment. 

Simone enjoying her the hanging structure in her cage. 

Along seems love the smell of dried leaves. 

BEAR STORY  

THE BETTER ALONG AND SIMONE 



Along 
 

Along is a playful, energetic and curious 

bear. He enjoys playing with Simone and 
when they play, he likes to stand up with his 

hind legs, pawing to Simone. If he is by  

himself, he likes to engage and spend a lot 

of time exploring new enrichment presented 
to him. He is also very alert with his  

surroundings which make him harder to  

approach by the staff. This can be Along’s 

huge strength as a potential bear to be  
released in the wild. 

 

Simone  
 

Simone was kept in the Tawau Hot Spring, in 

Tawau, and also were surrendered to Sabah 

Wildlife Department same day as Along. 

Simone is a gentle bear. She mostly spends 
her time exploring enrichment items like 

fresh logs. She likes digging and she does a 

lot of digging with water and food. Apart 

from being a peaceful bear, she likes to sit 

on the water container and rest in her      

basket. Although Simone is always seen calm, 

she is good in self-defense. When she feels 

discomfort, she would stay in the corner of 
her cage. Her good skills in self-defense could 

help her survive in the wild.  
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Top left: Along having fun with the enrichment given. Top right: Along busy with his coconut.  

Bottom left: Simone is resting. Bottom right: Simone trying to open the coconut given to her.  

Simone playing in her den.  



BEAR STORY 

THE SUN BEAR’S ANNUAL HEALTH CHECK AND SATELLITE  

COLLARING  ON LAWA 

It has been a year since the last health check 

for the sun bears at the Centre. Thanks to Dr. 

Pakeeyaraj Nagalingam, veterinarian from the 

Sabah Wildlife Department’s Wildlife Rescue 
Unit, the sun bear’s annual health check this 

year was successfully conducted. 

Every bear requires a full anesthetic to put 

them under sedation for the purpose of  

doing an extensive health check. When a 
bear is darted, it will take some time for 

them to be effectively sedated. The bear can 

only be carried out from the cage once they 

are sedated enough. During a bear’s health 

check, a full physical examination is  
conducted including dental condition, paws 

and physical wound problems. Zoological 

length, head circumstance, neck size, chest 

girth, shoulder height, and shank length 
were also measured to determine the growth 

of each bears. Hair and saliva samples were 

also taken for research purposes. Blood  

samples had to be taken by the vet and will 
be sent to a laboratory for analysis of the 

bear’s health.  

 

When all measurements were complete, the 

bears’ paw prints were taken. This can only 
be done when the paws has no wounds. The 

health check results indicated that all bears 

are generally healthy. Taking the bears away 

from the wild and keeping them in  
inappropriate conditions can cause many 

chronic health problems to the bears,  

especially losing their instinct to take care of 

themselves.  
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Dr. Pakee during the darting process of Boboi. Dr. Pakee (right) checking the bear’s heart beat. 

After sedation, Tan Tan is carried from the quarantine by 

our bear keeper, Lester to the Bear House.  



After the health check, the young bears, 

Boboi, Kitud and Tan Tan that used to stay in 

the quarantine building were moved to the 

bear house to join the big bear family. The 
existing bears in the bear house were aware 

of the new residents. Being unfamiliar with 

the new individuals, some gave a barking 

sound during their arrival. 

Boboi was the first one who moved into the 
bear house. He was depressed throughout 

his first day, not getting use to the new  

surroundings. He had no appetite and stayed 

on the hammock most of the time. Having 
no friend staying beside him has made him a 

bit aggressive. Luckily, this situation did not 

hold for too long.  

Wawa’s paw print, a nine-months-old sun bear cub . 

After a day, Boboi’s friend, Kitud was moved 

to the bear house. Boboi tried his best to take 

a look at his sedated friend through the cage 

bar as she was placed in by the  
keepers. When Kitud woke up from sedation, 

Boboi could not wait to stay alone any  

longer. The keepers then integrated them  

inside the same cage. They seemed so happy 

to have each other again. Both were often 
seen staying together in the basket or the  

hammock all the time.  

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Boboi’s appetite started to improve since  

Kitud moved in. They loved each other’s  

company and shared a tray during feeding 
time. Another day later, it was Tan Tan’s turn 

to join in. Finally, these three little bear 

friends meet again. The best enrichment for a 

bear is another bear indeed. These three 
bears helped each other to adapt in their new 

environment. Soon they will be trained to go 

out to the forest enclosure. Boboi being carried to the Bear House.  
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Tan Tan (left), Boboi (middle) and Kitud (right). 

Kitud, a one-year-old female bear. 



Apart from Boboi, Kitud and Tan Tan 

joining the big bear family at the bear 

house, having Lawa, a 9-year-old adult 

female bear to be released into the wild 
is also an exciting progress for the  

Centre’s effort in rehabilitating the 

bears. Lawa has been attached with a 

satellite collar during the health check.       

It was a sunny and challenging day. Dr. Rosa and 

Elis from the Sabah Wildlife Department together 

with Wong and the rest of the BSBCC team were 

prepared for Lawa’s sedation. The mission was to 
find Lawa in the forest enclosure with the  

presence of another 2 adult females, Cerah and 

Kuamut. The keepers set their strategies carefully 

before going to find Lawa. They split into two 

teams where one team had to enter the fenced 
forest enclosure, while the other had to stay  

outside to observe possibilities of other bears  

approaching. Lawa being an expert in the forest 

was not easy to locate. There were sightings of 
her several times, but as soon as she sees the 

keepers, she would disappear again. Lawa could 

sense the fishiness around her. Every bear hates 

to get sedated. After a while of trying to locate 
her, Lawa was finally spotted hiding within the 

dense bamboo clumps. With expertise from Dr. 

Rosa and Elis, she was successfully darted in one 

shot.   
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After sedation, Lawa was carried out from the forest enclosure 

to the bear house for medical checkup and collaring. 

The team were preparing the dart. 

Lawa relaxing in her nest in the forest enclosure.  

Perhaps you are wondering what will be 

the special event for Lawa? On June 3rd, 

2016, the collaring for our second  

release candidate, Lawa took place. 
Lawa was surrendered to BSBCC in 2008 

when she was only a year old cub. She 

had lost her mother, and may not expect 

to live a better life than living in a  

confined little cage. 

Growing up at the Centre has helped 

Lawa to adapt to the forest environment 

again. She has shown all the signs of an 

excellent candidate for release. Her  
survival skills built up while living in the 

forest enclosure. Through careful  

observations from our keepers, Lawa 

has been excellent in climbing trees, 

finding food, nest building and the best 
part is that she avoids people! She 

stayed in the forest every day since the 

past last eight years. Lawa is without 

doubt ready to live a new life as a wild 
sun bear!  



Once Lawa was under sedation, the keepers 

moved her to the bear house for a health 

check and collaring. This started with  

weighing, assessment of potential sickness, 
functionality of organ and general physical 

condition. After that the fitting of satellite  

collar took place. After the health check, Lawa 

was placed into the new forest enclosure. She 

will be observed for a month to make sure the 
satellite collar function well and get her used 

to the collar. This is a precious opportunity for 

a bear to be released back to the wild where 

they belong. Captivity will never be the first 
choice. Lawa will be the BSBCC’s second bear  

released after Natalie, an adult female bear 

which released last year.  

It is now time for Lawa to return back to her 

real home. Even though she has been at the 

Centre for long time, it will never be too late 

for her to be truly wild sun bear. 
 

It was pleasing for the BSBCC staff to see an 

ex-captive bear given the second chance to 

return to where they belong! We would like 

to take this opportunity to thank our  
volunteer and friend, Brad Josephs for his 

help in fundraising for the release of Lawa. 

Many thanks also to all partners, donor and 

friends for the continuous support on our 
efforts. Lawa’s journey to freedom will never 

be possible without your generous support 

and contributions.  
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Top left: Lawa’s dental condition. Top right: Wong and the keepers fitting in the satellite collar on Lawa.  

Bottom left: Lawa being carried back to the forest enclosure.  Bottom right: Lawa wearing her collaring the forest 

enclosure.  



EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

OUTREACH PROGRAMME 

BSBCC visited 4 schools in Kinabatangan 

and Sandakan during May and June 2016. 

Teachers, students and parents were very 

welcoming to the EE team comprising of 
seve ra l  o rgan i za t i ons  i nc l ud i ng  

HUT A N-K i na ba t an g an  O r an gu t an  

Conservation Programme (HUTAN-KOCP), 

Sabah Wildlife Department, the Sabah  

Department of Environmental Protection 
and BSBCC.  

 

We were very happy to have chance to 

share the  interesting facts about our  
wildlife to the students! All of the students 

enjoyed their time learning about the  

environment and wildlife species through 

the talks, exhibitions, and  environmental 
games. We hope that they can gain more 

knowledge on the importance of protecting 

the environment and our precious wildlife 

species.    

During this period, BSBCC also joined a 5-Day 

RAMSAR CEPA and RAMSAR CEPA Kit outreach 

programme organized by our environmental 

education partner, Sabah Forestry Department. 
The programme was held on the 23rd – 27th 

May 2016 in three villages along the  

Kinabatangan river; Kg. Bongon Besar, Kg, 

Mumiang & Kg. Abai. Several organizations 

were involved in the activity including the  
Sabah Wildlife Department, Department of 

Fisheries Sabah, HUTAN-KOCP and BSBCC. The 

teachers and students were very welcoming 

during our visit. We also had the opportunity to 
conduct a dialog session with the villagers to 

address environmental and wildlife issues they 

face, and to come up with a solution to solve 

the issues.  

School  No. of pax Date 

SK Bongon Besar  31 students, 

13 teachers  

 

23th May  

SK Mumiang  41 students  

5 teachers  

24th May  

SK Abai 35 students  

6 teachers  

26th May 

SM. St Michael  400 students  29th May  

Table 1: List of school and group  

participated in BSBCC outreach programme in 

May and June 2016. 
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Taking group photo with the teachers and students 

from SK Abai. 

Gloria interacting with the teachers from SK Mumiang. 

Students from SK.Bongon. 



Yayasan Sime Darby Environment Day  

BSBCC participated in the Yayasan Sime  

Darby Environment Day held on 19th May 

2016, at the University College  
Sabah Foundation (UCSF) in Kota  

Kinabalu. This event was also participated by 

several other Malaysian-based NGO’s. 

 

Mr. Wong, Gloria and intern, Yen Wah  
represented BSBCC during this event. Wong 

presented a talk on BSBCC’s role in sun bear 

conservation. 

We prepared educational specimens in our 

booth for the public to learn more about sun 

bears at the BSBCC booth. The  
appearance of "Sunny the sun bear" had also 

g iven cheers  to many  peop l e   

during the event.  Many thanks to Yayasan 

Sime Darby for inviting us to participate in 
this memorable event!  

SM St. Michael, Sandakan  

BSBCC education team visited St. Michael  

Secondary School on 29th June 2016.  

Approximately 400 students and teachers 
were involved in this programme.  

 

Gloria, our Environmental Education  

Executive delivered a brief presentation at 

the school. The students were very keen to 
learn about the sun bears and many did not 

know about their existence in our forest.  

We also prepared a display booth for the  

teachers and the students to further learn 

about the sun bears. Wong was also there to 

answer questions from the audiences.  
Enthusiast students from the school will also 

donate fruits for the bears at the Centre for 

the following 4 months. Special thanks to SM 

St. Michael teacher Madam Janet initiating 
this brilliant idea for the students to help the 

sun bears. 
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A token of appreciation from Yayasan Sime Darby to 

BSBCC. 

Mr. Wong delivering his talk about sun bears and 

BSBCC’s current achievements. 

Ms. Gloria delivering a talk on sun bears at the school. 

Mr. Wong interacting with the school teachers at our 

booth. 



 GROUP VISITS  

A t BSBCC,  group visits are always 

welcomed. This can encourage them 

to learn more about sun bears and their  

habitat and their threats. 
 

On the 14th May 2016, students from  

―Institut Latihan Perindustrian‖ (ILP), a 

local institution in Sandakan and  

Conservation Biology students from  
University Malaysia Sabah (UMS)  visited 

our Centre.  

 

A total 28 students from ILP were involved   
during the visit to our Centre. This visit 

provided the students knowledge and  

important awareness to conserve sun 

bears  as a species in the long run. The 
students also came with the purpose to 

contribute in any way they can at the 

Centre. BSBCC’s team has arranged the 

students to help in the maintenance of our 
facility. 

 

Their visit started with an interpretative  

walk around our visiting area which was 

conducted by our Centre Coordinator,  
Jeremy. After that, the students spent 

their time observing the sun bears from 

the observation platform. Many were  

excited to see the sun bears for the first 
time and were amazed of how small they 

are. 

 

Their activity continued with maintenance 
work for our access trails and walkway. 

Many thanks to students and teachers 

from ILP for conducting such a meaningful 

visit.  

On the same day, students and lecturers from 

University Malaysia Sabah (UMS) visited  our 

Centre. As part of their Wildlife Management 

course, they conducted a trip from their  
institution in Kota Kinabalu to Sepilok,  

Sandakan.  

 

During their arrival at BSBCC at around 2pm, 

BSBCC’s founder and CEO, Mr. Wong presented 
a talk about sun bears and BSBCC. At the end 

of the presentation, a short Q&A was held with 

the students. They were then taken to the  

observation platform to see the sun bears in 
the forest enclosure. Mr. Wong also gave them 

a special tour behind the scenes, at the bear 

house area to learn further about the Centre’s 

operations and the sun bear’s rehabilitation 
process.  

 

Student help cleaning the aerial walkway. 
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Jeremy explaining the  sun bear diet. 

Mr. Wong having a Q&A session with the students from 

UMS at the observation platform. 



VOLUNTEERS & INTERNS 

B SBCC currently houses 40  

rescued sun bears in our two 

bear houses and a quarantine  

facility. Each sun bear needs to be 
equipped with food and activities 

that can stimulate them for the 

whole day. Volunteers and interns at 

the Centre helps our keepers to keep 

the bears healthy and happy. 

 

BSBCC Volunteer Programme 

The BSBCC volunteer programme 

conducted in collaboration with APE 
Ma l ays i a  con t i nued t o  run  

throughout March and April 2016. 

Volunteers through this programme 

is supervised by BSBCC staff with 
assistance from the APE Malaysia 

team. Bes i des  he l pi ng the  

keepers in caring for the bears at the 

Centre, volunteers also help to 
spread awareness on the plights of 

sun bears among visitors through 

the education booth at our visitor 

centre.   During March and April 

2016, a total of 8 individual  
volunteered at our Centre. 

 

Internship at BSBCC 

BSBCC welcomes students from  
local and international institutions to 

conduct their internship at the  

Centre. Interns will have the  

opportuni ty  to  l earn  about  
rehabilitation of ex-pet sun bears 

through BSBCC’s rehabilitation  

programme at the Centre. Interns 

will also learn about the importance 

of enrichment and maintaining the 
cleanliness of the facility. They will 

also have the chance to observe the 

sun bears’ behavior in their natural 

habitat and so much more!  

Table 2: List of volunteers and interns in May—June 

2016.  

A group photo with one of our volunteers, Yuki Bevis (third from 

right).  

Name Volunteer/ 

 Interns  

Country Duration 

Yuki Bevis  Volunteer  UK 7th May– 

28th May 

Tammy 

Tan Kar 

Yee 

Volunteer  Malaysia 10th May– 

23th May  

Wong 

Chung Li 

Volunteer  Malaysia  7th Jun– 

7th Jul 

 

Christine 

Anne  

Volunteer  USA 13th Jun– 

16th Jun  

Fetysella 

Julie  

Intern Malaysia  19th Jun– 

9th  Sept 
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If you would like to make a  

difference and have the experience 

of a lifetime, please join us. Find out 

about our volunteer programme on 
our website www.bsbcc.org.my/

volunteer.html or email us at   

info.bsbcc@gmail.com for further 

enquiries. 

One of our volunteers, Tammy (right) helping the keepers to cut 

banana leaf which will be given to the bears.  



Text and photos by Tammy Tan Kar Yee 

My name is Tan Kar Yee, people call me 
Tammy. I was a volunteer in the Bornean 

Sun Bear Conservation Centre (BSBCC) 

for two short weeks, starting from May 

10th until May 23rd 2016. I wasn’t a  
student of any wildlife biological or  

forestry studies, I majored in multimedia 

design in my studies. Everyone was  

wondering why did I applied for  
volunteering in BSBCC, actually, why not? 

The reason I participated in BSBCC  

volunteering was merely a simple ―I love 

animals,‖. I am locally from Sandakan, as 
I grew up I was taught of the importance 

of balance in nature, and the  

responsibilities we bear , so I applied and 

started my time as a volunteer. What I 

learnt from my volunteer experience 

1. Sun bear poop is not as smelly as you 

think it is. Sun bears have a rather 

healthy fibre-ish diet consuming fruits, 

vegetables, honey, earthworms, termites 
and et cetera. Sometimes their poop 

smells like rotten (actually digested) 

fruits, and sometimes its stronger  

depending on what they ate. I would say 
it’s actually better than someone’s acidic 

fart that made me ran for miles.  

2. Sun bears are arboreal, they can stay 

on a tree for as long as they want.  

Being arboreal, sun bears are really great tree 

climbers. So if you see one in the wild, you’re 

not going to be safe climbing a tree. They can 

stay on a tree sunbathing, taking a nap,  
digging for termites/ honey. Until they actually 

feel like coming down from the tree, to look for 

food, to do their ―business‖, or another tree to 

climb.   

 

3. Sun bears are opportunistic omnivores. 

Being opportunistic omnivores, it means they 

eat whenever and whatever they find.  

Some  o f  the  bea r s  a re  obese  
because they would try to eat everything they 

find. It is in their natural instinct to store fat in 

case they can’t find any food for a some time.  

   

4. They are uncontrollably adorable animals, 

but they are not your pets. Sun bear cubs are 

so small you would mistake it as a puppy, but 

they are not meant to be pets for human  
beings. They are shy bears, but they are not 

afraid to attack when threatened. Just like your 

pet dog at home, sun bear cubs needs the  

protection of their mother, to teach them climb 

trees, find food and survive.  

  

For now I’ve been talking about sun bears, but 

there are still a lot that does not know about 

sun bears at all. That is why they are also 
called the least-known bears, the forgotten 

bears. As much as I want to tell you more 

about sun bears, I find it much more  

memorable and easier to learn about them if 
you visit them in BSBCC.  When I joined the 

volunteer programme I was ready for all the 

hard work, but the process was too fun and  

inspiring I hardly felt any fatigueness (after the 

first 2 days, due to my lack-of-exercise body). I 
get a group of amazing people guiding me 

throughout the two weeks, teaching me what 

they know. 

 

I get to wash and clean bear pens, help prepare 

food, help with feeding, and make enrichments 

for the bears. David, Mizuno, Roger, Thye Lim, 

Lin May, Lester, Azzry, Yen Wah has been great 
companions throughout my two weeks in the 

bear house. 
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Tammy (right). 

VOLUNTEERS STORIES  

AN EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME  



They taught me more than I could ask, I 

am very grateful of that. (And those who 
helped me washing trays, you’re the best ) 

Through highs and lows (slopes),  

water supply and electricity supply dying, 

occasional visits by orangutans and  
macaques adds on to the awesomeness of 

this experience. 

 

Other than being in the bear house, I also 

helped BSBCC designed a few banners for 
the second observation platform and aerial 

walkway launch. I am very glad that I was 

able to put my design skills to use, and it 

was great to hear compliments on my  
designs.  

 

 

My experience with BSBCC has been life  

fulfilling and really enjoyable with all the great 

people. I would like to thank Mr. Wong Siew 
Te for starting BSBCC, which had made such 

big difference to these lovely bears that are 

vulnerable. Thanks to all the lovely staffs in 

the bear house and also office + platform. I 

have learn so much from each and everyone 
of you, thank you for being a part of this  

wonderful organization, spreading the love for 

sun bears.  
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Making nest ball for sun bear enrichment. 

Taking a group photo with the staffs. 

Second observation platform and aerial walkway  

launching banner. 

Aerial walkway and second observation platform  

banner designed by me. 



Text and Photos by Viktoria Forstén 

My name is Viktoria Forstén, I´m a 19 

year old animal lover from Sweden. I got 

the amazing opportunity to volunteer at 
the BSBCC through a scholarship from my 

school. For that I am forever grateful. I 

travelled across the globe together with 

my three friends Emelie, Evelina and Kim, 
and it was the greatest experience of my 

life.  

 

First of all I want to say how amazing 

everyone at the center is. That goes for 
Mr Wong, the bear keepers and everyone 

working in the office. I feel so blessed to 

have gotten to meet you all and working 

alongside you guys. 

 

Unfortunately we live in a world full of 

destruction, made by us. If we shorten 

the earths’ lifespan into 24 hours then 
that means we’ve been here for one day. 

If we keep looking at it in that  

perspective, do you know how long it has 

taken for us to destroy forests and made 

so many animals go extinct? Three  
seconds. In three seconds we have done 

all this, and yet we keep doing it. This 

isn’t supposed to be a depressing text but 

it’s true. When I first saw how much  
rainforest that has been burnt to the 

ground and been replaced with palm tree 

plantations it broke my heart. We call 

ourselves Homo sapiens, which means 
wise man. But if we are so wise then how 

could we let this happen? How could we 

destroy our home that has done nothing 

but give us life? This earth that we call ours is 

so beautiful and brings us so much joy. We 

have the pleasure to explore the  

deepest of oceans, climb the highest  
mountains and watch how life begins and how 

it ends (naturally). We share this earth with 

amazing creatures and can even create strong 

bonds with some of them.  

 

We have the nerve to claim this earth and  

everything that comes with it, ours… But we 

are only guests here. Now you’re probably 

confused as to how this has anything to do 
with volunteering at the BSBCC. The point I’m 

trying to get across is that we have, and are 

currently ruining not only the sun bears’ home 

but all the other animals’ home too. By  
volunteering you are trying to help make a 

difference to save this species, but how can 

we save them if their home is being taken 

away from them in such a raging pace. 

 

In all this chaos there is still a few good  

people out there, people like the BSBCC crew, 

who I would call heroes. We need more  

people like that, to clean up the mess we’ve 
created. I’m happy centers like this one exist 

but at the same time I’m sad that we’ve done 

so much damage that we now need to put a 

massive amount of money and energy into 
something the nature once had under control. 

  

What the center does for these bears  

deserves an award, honestly. Personally I  
didn’t mind the hard work because I thought 

it was a lot of fun. My favorite task was  

getting dead logs from the forest and giving 

to the bears as enrichment. Since all of the 

bears can’t go outside due to their traumatic 
past, enrichment is very important. We used 

lots of natural materials like logs, leaves, 

bamboo etc. to give the bears. It was usually 

made to hide food inside of it, for example we 
made little nest like balls made out of leaves 

and grass that we stuffed with fruit and  

honey. Even fire hoses were greatly  

appreciated; those were used to put peanut 
butter inside of them so that the bears got to 

utilize one of their natural behaviors, which 

are using their long tongues to get food.  
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VOLUNTEERS STORIES  

MY VOLUNTEERING EXPERIENCE   



When you volunteer you get to see a  

totally different side of the bears that you 

don’t see as a visitor. It is great  

being on the platform watching them  
foraging for food, climbing trees and  

behaving like a bear should behave.  

Although once in the bear house you get a 

feel of each and everyone’s different  
personalities. My favorite bear was Chin 

because of her playful ways; I could sit 

and watch her play with her logs all day 

long, if that was possible.  

 

If you’re coming from a colder country 

like me, the climate change is going to 

have an impact on you. I remember how 

red and sweaty I would get from  
cleaning the cages in the morning. The 

key is to drink lots of water. Even  

walking the daily feeding route made me 

look like a tomato. Being pale and not  
being used to the heat made me look all 

kinds of crazy, the staff probably thought 

I was going to pass out several times but 

I was fine ! It was fun and that’s all that 
matters.          

Let’s talk about our accommodation! The  

volunteers live in a big house kind of, with  

numerous rooms, an outdoors kitchen with an 

amazing view and a few toilets and showers. 
It is simple living but I guess that won’t be a 

problem for anyone coming to Borneo to  

volunteer. I loved it anyhow! The place is 

called Paganakan Dii and there’s even a café 

that belongs to the accommodation that 
serves drinks and food. An advice from me is 

to not cook your own dinners. It is way  

cheaper, faster and easier eating at the café.   

 

I’m not going to lie I was a little nervous 

about meeting the staff for the first time. I’m 

somewhat of a shy person and the fact that 

we had to communicate in English was a bit 
nerve-racking to me. Once I met everyone 

there was nothing to worry about at all. They 

were so nice to us and they made me feel  

really welcome. The language barrier was not 
a problem; they were really good at  

explaining everything in English so that we 

understood. They told me that I was going to 

cry on my last day, because apparently that is 

very common among all volunteers. I did not 
think they were going to be right, but  

believe me when I say this, you will cry.  

Saying goodbye to the bears on our last day 

felt like someone had died. I was crying  
rivers, it was kind of bad. 

 

Being there for five weeks was truly the best 

time of my life. The mixture of the warm 
weather, the cool insects, the amazing people 

I met and the bears made the experience 

awesome. I can’t believe how lucky I am to 

have gotten that opportunity. For everyone 

reading this, please consider going there to 
volunteer, I promise you it will be a time 

worth remembering.    

 

A huge thank you to the bear keepers and 
everyone at the center for making our time 

there better than ever imagined! I miss you 

and the bears! 

 

Huge hugs/ Viktoria   
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This is what I call “the rope log”, an enrichment 

made for the bear Amaco.   



 A pot of honey  

 

BSBCC ADOPTION PROGRAMME  

W elcome a sun bear into your family, 

class, club or corporation by adopting 

a sun bear or gift a sun bear medicine, food, 

or toys to show you care and support the 
valuable work of BSBCC.  

 

Adopting a bear is a great way to learn 

about sun bears while helping BSBCC meet 

the costs of rehabilitation. Funds raised by 
the adoption program are used to better the 

lives of all bears.  

 

Gifts With Meaning 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Find out on how to adopt a sun bear from 
our website:   

http://www.bsbcc.org.my/adopt-a-

bear.html 

Share Bear  

Choose one of the sun bears:  

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

List of adopters in May and June 2016:  

 

1. Alicia and Jaime Torbado 

2. Nikolajir Rhod & Matte Kroell  

3. Josephine Seal  
4. Tsang Hieng Yee 

5. Yania Lopez 

6. Laura Gerrad  

7. Mark McCoy 
8. Scient Synergy PLT (Amy Patel) 

9. Steve Huddleston 

10. Daniel Ciske 

11. Catherine Jeffreys  
12. Emily Clark  

13. Steve James Denim  

14. Urs Mattle  

15. Emma Trowbridge  

16. Lisa Dobinson 
17. Ann Martin  

18. Gretchen Coffman  

19. Nicole Anderson  

20. Dawn Khoo 
21. Victoria Lee  

22. Brenda Itillier    

23. Cheryl Laks  

24. Adam Birdseye  
25. Curtin Walton  

26. Irso and Els  

27. James and Anna  

28. Jonathan Edgley  
29. Caroline Szylkrot  

 

A hammock  

 

An enrichment toy 

 

Food for 1 week 

Medication for 1 year  
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Damai Fulung 

Kudat Kuamut 

Cerah Rungus 

http://www.bsbcc.org.my/adopt.html
http://www.bsbcc.org.my/adopt.html


                            
                                                                 

         

BSBCC IN THE NEWS  

Website : clean malaysia 

Date : 2nd May 2016 
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 BSBCC also featured in the following online news:  

 Laluan 100 Meter, Platform Memerhati Kemudahan Terbaru Pusat Konservasi Beruang  

Madu Sepilok. 19th May 2016. Bernama http://www.bernama.com/bernama/state_news/

bm/news.php?cat=sbm&id=1247414  

 Foundation helps build new facilities for sun bear sanctuary. 19th May 2016. The Star 

Online. http://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2016/05/19/foundation-helps-build-new

-facilities-for-sun-bear-sanctuary/   

 Future Alam Borneo Lancar Pertandingan Penulisan Kreatif. 26th May 2016.Bernama. 

http://www.bernama.com/bernama/state_news/bm/news.php?cat=sbm&id=1247414
http://www.bernama.com/bernama/state_news/bm/news.php?cat=sbm&id=1247414
http://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2016/05/19/foundation-helps-build-new-facilities-for-sun-bear-sanctuary/
http://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2016/05/19/foundation-helps-build-new-facilities-for-sun-bear-sanctuary/


Whether it is for you or a gift for your loved ones, all purchases help us to protect, save and  

enrich the lives of the endangered sun bears.  

Fisherman Hat  

Colour   : Khaki  

Cost   : MYR 31.80  

Save Sun Bear T-shirt 

Colour: Green, Pink  

Sizes  : Adult XL, L, M, S, XS    
Kid XL, L, M, S, XS  

Cost: Adult MYR 42.40 
          Kid MYR 26.50 

 Polo T-shirt 

Colour : Black, Grey 

Sizes   : Adult XXXL,   
XXL, XL, L, M, S, XS     

Cost     : MYR 63.60 

 Sun Bear Chest-Mark 

           T-shirt 

Colour : Black 
Sizes   : Adult XL, L, M, 

S, XS 
Cost     : MYR 47.70 

If you are interested in purchasing our merchandises, please click here to fill up our order 

form. 

  

Terms and conditions:  
1. No cancellation upon confirmation of purchase. 

2. Price shown are inclusive of GST 6%. Additional charges for shipping will be incurred. 

Cap  

Colour: Khaki, Black, 

Green, Red, Grey            
Cost   : MYR 26.50  

                  Soft toy  

            

              Cost  : MYR 37.10 

Save Sun Bear T-shirt 

Colour: Black, Pink, 

Green, White  
Sizes : Adult XL, L, M, 

S, XS 
Cost  : MYR 42.40 

Wooden  

Keychain 

Cost : MYR 9.50  

Rattan  

Bracelet  

Cost : MYR 19.00  

Car Sticker  

Cost : Round MYR 5.30  

         Rectangle MYR 10.60 

Embroidery  

Badge 

Cost : MYR 15.90 
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Canvas Bag  

Colour   : Beige  

Cost   : MYR 40.00   

BEAR SHOP 

MERCHANDISES  

http://www.bsbcc.org.my/shop.html


 

What can you do to help  the  

sun bears? 

 

 Do not support any wildlife trade 

 Contact us if you find any illegal  

activities (poaching, trading, etc) 

 Learn more about sun bears and 

their habitat 

 Follow us on Facebook and help us 

spread the word 

 Donate through our website  

 Adopt a bear through our website, 

or at our Centre 

 Volunteer! 

 

 

BORNEAN SUN BEAR  

CONSERVATION CENTRE (BSBCC) 

Location address:  

Mile 14, Jalan Sepilok, Off Jalan  

Labuk, 90000 Sandakan, Sabah,  

Malaysia 

 

Postal address:  

PPM 219, Elopura, 90000 Sandakan, 

Sabah, Malaysia 

 

Tel:  

+6 089 534 491     

Website: 

www.bsbcc.org.my  

 

E-mail:  

info.bsbcc@gmail.com 

B SBCC’s work would never been possible  

without in-kind and financial support from  

various individuals and agencies. We acknowledge 

the continuous support from the following  
contributors: 

 

 Public donation from BSBCC donation box  

 Mark Abrams, Kris Hirschmann, Dave  

McDougall, Marcy Stein, Anthony Williams.  
 Donation from Koto Kishida  

 Sabah Hotel Donation  

 Sun Bear Berhad donation and adoption  

 Paypal Donation  

 

 

If you would like to make a direct  

donation to BSBCC, you can do so via one of these 
methods:   

 

 Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Centre 

Sdn Bhd (BSBCC) - Donate any amount  

directly to BSBCC through our paypal account 

by clicking the donate button on our website: 
www.bsbcc.org.my 

 Wong Siew Te – Send an email to our CEO 

and Founder, Mr. Wong Siew Te, for  

further inquiries on donating directly to us  

at wongsiew@hotmail.com   

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

DONORS & CONTRIBUTORS  
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Every cents means a lot to the bears.  

http://www.bsbcc.org.my/donate.html

